
HOW TO MEASURE
This clothes' sizing chart will be your new BFF when shopping on Womance's website. You will find

here the few steps to achieve your measurements and successfully find the best fit for you. With the

help of our tape measure and following the instructions down below you will have your perfect sizing

guide for clothes. Be sure to keep it in a safe place! We suggest you to take a picture with your

cellphone to have it close when needed. The measurements will help you to choose the right size for

any items on our website since they all have their own sizing charts below their description. It is

important to understand that the sizing chart from an item to another is different since Womance works

with various providers. For example, it is possible that the chart suggest medium for a certain kind of

top but large for another... And this is the reason why this new tool becomes your new shopping

bestie. 

02
CHEST 

Measure under your arms around
the fullest part of your chest while
wearing your bra. 

03
BUST

If you are shopping for a bra or a
bralette we suggest you to
measure around your bust as well
which is right under your chest. 

04
WAIST

Measure around the fullest part
of your waistline. 

05
HIPS

Measure around the fullest part
of your hips. 
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IMPORTANT NOTE
(LIKE, SUPER IMPORTANT) 

The sizing charts below each item are
different from piece to piece. 
Also, all the measures for each bodypart
in the sizing charts are at its maximum
to be sure that the clothes fit just like on
our picture. 

01
SHOULDERS

The ideal way to measure the
shoulders' width is to do it with
your favorite shirt. Take this
shirt and measure it from seam
to have the perfect fit.


